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Dear friends,

After long hot days and long hot nights, we have just had an impressive thunder
storm, and the first rain in weeks, to mark the end of the youth-hosted session,
and the start of the build up to the cities session that starts on Tuesday.
Part of me was hoping that the storm would go on and provide me with a valid
excuse for not getting up - the electronics of a word-processor are vulnerable
to electric storms in ways the old trusted typewriter would find hard to
understand. The autumn fruits are ripening fast and the very first errant
leaves are yellowing and falling. Good friends deposited a delicious gift of
mountain raspberries and cream in our room one night, so we can vouch for the
quality of this year's vintage! Other friends who have started the summer with
us have already said farewell, and headed for home, and fresh friends arrive.

As hundreds leave - three hundred over these two-three days, and as many new
arrivals - we realise that the amazing harvest goes on. The labourers are
rather few, and we wonder what we are meant to learn for the future, if, as we
suspect, this is merely a foretaste of things to come. In the years ahead, will
the flood of new people from the newly freed countries of Eastern and Central
Europe grow? How can we best select and prepare them, care and translate for
them? How can we follow up the many, many people here for the first time, who
have started to discover new things, and who want help and support? Our hearts,
travel budgets and diaries will have to stretch to include these 'new' countries
and friends.

There is a certain hunger for silence. A before-breakfast 'meditation' drew the
early risers to the great hall for half an hour of silence, with a short reading
and some music and candles. As dawn broke, you saw others out on the terrace,
sitting on the grass or a bench. As one of the organisers said, 'There is a
hole in the heart, an inner hunger for meaning, for a relationship with God and
truth.' Then there has been a freshness in the meetings, in the presentation of
old truths (and new): Andrea Brackle on the platform (my favourite flirt, and
one of the youngest participants in the conference) as a visual aid, reminding
us to think for the next forty years, and the major issues she'll have to face;
a computer-programmed character change machine; interviews and dialogues;
sketches and much humour.

One memorable encounter was between King Mikhael and Queen Anne of Romania, and
the two groups of Romanians in the house. Eliane and I longed to be Romanian-
speaking flies on the wall! It was a moment of deep emotion for both sides.
The King and Queen were meeting over tea in room 415 with the group of students
and young people. Their room was next door one side, and the other side was the
room of two senior editors, unreforraed Marxists, from Novosti Press in Moscow,
now the government information department. One of the young Romanians, an
architecture student, had brought drawings to sell to raise money for the stay
in Caux of East Europeans. Several were of the King's summer palace, where he








